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blood clearance of
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metabolism
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FASTING. See Starvation
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FATTOY ACIDS


D-FRUCTOSE and insulin response to glucose, 540 transport and biguanides, *119

FUCOSE protein-bound and diabetes, 868-870


GALACTOSEMIA and brain metabolism, 202, 208 and diabetic microangiopathy, *352

GAMMA GLOBULIN and insulin complexes and diabetic microangiopathy, 872-879

GASTRECTOMY
and glucagon and insulin response, *1047

GASTRIN
and insulin secretion, 535

GASTROENTERITIS
and hypoglycemia, °248

GASTROINTESTINAL SYSTEM
absorption
and diabetes, *252-253
and cholecystokinin
and secretin, °252
and diet-induced jejunal lipodystrophy, *248
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*775
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and synthetic surfactants, °182-183
and portacaval shunting
and glucose tolerance and serum
immunoreactive insulin response,
°179
small bowel
and insulin response to glucose absorbed from, °54
small intestine
permeability for fructose, °249
sugar transport
and biguanides, °119
surgery
and glucose homeostasis, °1199
transport
and glucagon, °983
triglyceride synthesis
and ethanol, °769-770
xylitol absorption, °350-351
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and liver metabolism
and glucagon, °55
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and autosomal recessive inheritance of
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and familial hypercholesterolemia,
°1121
and longevity in mice, °914
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and diet-induced intestinal lipodystrophy,
°1044
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pancreas structure in newborns, 1051-1059
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muscle capillaries basement membrane width in, °254

GLIBENCLAMIDE
and amino acid metabolism, °56
-glucose-response-test, °913
-intrapancreatic infusion
and insulin release, 209-215
and pancreatic beta cell uptake of
amino acids, °772
pharmacodynamic aspects, °249, °249-250
studies, °55

GLIBORNURIDE
pharmacodynamic aspects, °249, °249-250

GLICLAZIDE
and microangiopathy, °357

GLISOXEPIDE
pharmacodynamic aspects, °249, °249-250, °912

GLUCAGON
action
and cyclic AMP, °251
and adenosine 3'5'-monophosphate levels, °54
and adenylyl cyclase activation in islet cell adenoma, °912
adenyl cyclase response to, °772
biosynthesis, °58-59
and carbohydrate homeostasis, °357
and carbohydrate metabolism, insulin and growth hormone secretion
in congestive heart failure patients, 939-944
chronic administration of
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and cyclic AMP, °440
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and enterokinase secretion, °771
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and gastrointestinal transport, °983
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and hypoglycemic coma, 961-962
immunoactive in islet cell tumors, °333
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infusion
and glucose turnover in depancreatized dogs, °382-383
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-insulin ratio
and liver metabolism, °341
and insulin release and arginine, °312
and insulin response, 1
in acomys cahirinus, 1064, 1069
and islet cell adenoma cyclic AMP content, °346-347
kidney sensitivity to
and starvation, °334
-like immunoreactivity assays, °1206
and insulin secretion and glucose concentration, °58

GLOMERULOSCLEROSIS, DIABETIC
immunohistopathological study of, 163-173
without diabetes, °769

GLUCOSE
and cytochrome oxidase, °772
and diabetes
and diet, °1212
and hyperglycemia, °31
and insulin, °59
and pancreatic biogenic amine content, °772
and portal hyperpermeability, °59
and urinary glucose concentration, °58
and liver adenosine 3',5'-monophosphate and glucose, *187
and liver cirrhosis, *121-122
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-mediated plasma insulin responses and theophylline, *180
metabolism, *333
and diabetes, *332
and myocardial oxygen consumption and potassium balance, *118-119
physiology and pathophysiology, *60
and plasma amino acids, *340-341
and plasma lipids and blood platelets, *311-312
and related synthetic peptides, 843-855
release and human chorionic somatomammotropin, 1072-1075
resistance and lipemia, *357
-response adenyl cyclase macromolecular inhibitor of, *180
secretion, *314
adrenergic control of, *332-333
and alanine, *183
and aminophylline, 289-293
and catecholamines, *334
and diet, *912-913
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during glucose infusions in starvation and diabetes, *359
and growth hormone, *913
and insulin deficiency, *183
and pituitary and adrenal glands, *375
selectively blocked and liver adenylyl cyclase, *981
serum insulin response to in mongrel and beagle dogs, *356
GLUCAGON I-131
and glucagon metabolism studies, *333

GLUCOCORTICOIDS
and ACTH, growth hormone or thyroxine and ketosis, 414
and diabetic ketosis, *946-954
and gluconeogenesis, *252
and liver gluconeogenesis and diabetes, *393-340
and liver mitochondrial structure, 258

GLUCONEOGENESIS
and alanine
and diabetes, *341-342
and ethanol, *1202
from arginine, 308-310
and cyclic AMP
and insulin, 439-445
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in liver of high-protein fed rats, *358
and glucagon, *183
and glucocorticoids, *252

GLUCORECEPTOR MECHANISMS, 555-568, 570, 611-613
GLUCOSAMINE
and insulin release, *328, 543, 544, 561, 570
D-GLUCOSAMINE
and insulin response to glucose, 540-541

GLUCOSE. See also Glucose intolerance; Glucose tolerance; Glucose tolerance tests
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intestinal permeability to
and synthetic surfactants, *182-183
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and biguanides, *119
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levels
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and obesity, *54
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metabolism
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and shock, *1201
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output
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regulation
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and liver gluconeogenesis, *330-331
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release
and weight reduction, 758
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and insulin regulation, *122
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placental metabolism
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and hypoglycemia, *248
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and insulin secretion, 4
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Opposite Kinetics of L-Leucine and L-Phenylalanine Induced Insulin Release Studied with the Perfused Rat Pancreas

R. LANDGRAF, M. LANDGRAF-LEURS, P. SCRIBA, and K. SCHWARZ (Introduced by E. F. PFEIFFER*), Munich, Germany

Little is known about the dynamics of insulin release provoked by amino acids. Therefore isolated pancreases were perfused with saline-dextran buffer, containing leucine or phenylalanine, without recycling. Samples were taken at short intervals and the amount of insulin was measured by an immunoassay. In the absence or presence of substimulatory levels of glucose, 10 and 20 mM leucine caused a biphasic pattern of insulin secretion, comparable to that of 20 mM glucose. When leucine was perfused together with 20 mM glucose no significant additive effect could be observed. However when glucose plus leucine were perfused after an initial stimulatory period with leucine alone, a typical biphasic response was again observed and the additive effect was more pronounced. In contrast, phenylalanine provoked no insulin release in the absence of glucose. In the presence of 2.5 mM glucose, a burst of insulin output occurred after removal of the phenylalanine from the perfusate. When phenylalanine (10 or 20 mM) was added during the second phase of the glucose-induced insulin release, it potentiated the glucose effect after an initial inhibition.

These data suggest the existence of more than one receptor for amino acids for the stimulation of insulin secretion, comparable to, but not necessarily identical with the carbohydrate receptors. Assuming that leucine and phenylalanine use the same transport system (D.L. Oxender, and H. N. Christensen, J. Biol. Chem. 238: 3686, 1963) our data indicate that the receptor sites for the stimulation of insulin secretion by amino acids may not be transport sites.